In this study, a channel with a cavity heated from below is numerically investigated for the mixed convection case in pulsating flow for a range of Richardson numbers (Ri = 0.1, 1, 10, 100) 
Introduction
Mixed convection heat transfer is important for various engineering applications. Design of the heat exchangers, nuclear reactors, solar collectors, cooling of electronic equipments, and food industry may be considered as some of them where one has to improve the performance of those systems. Heat transfer and flow field characteristics have been investigated for the mixed convection case by many researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
When pulsations are applied to the flow system, heat transfer may be enhanced due to the change of the thickness of the boundary layer and thus the thermal resistance [6] . But, in the literature there exist also cases where pulsating flow does not effect [7] or even deteriorate heat transfer enhancement [8] . That means flow parameters and geometry of the problem may also have an effect on the heat transfer enhancement along with the pulsation [9] [10] [11] [12] . A vast amount of literature is dedicated to examine the effects of pulsating flow on the heat transfer enhancement and self sustained oscillating flow. Kim et al. [13] have studied the pulsating flow and thermal transport from two heated blocks with different heights in a channel. The effects of various parameters, Strouhal number, height of the block on the heat transfer and fluid flow are analyzed. Greiner [14] have made experiments on hydrodynamic resonance and its effect on heat transfer in laminar flow. He observed that oscillatory perturbation at the frequency of the most unstable linear modes results in a resonance and significant heat transfer enhancement. Moon et al. [15] have experimentally studied the effect of pulsating flow on the convective heat transfer from periodically spaced blocks in a channel. The experiment has been carried out for several parameters: frequency and amplitude of the pulsation and spacing between the blocks. They have showed that thermal transport from the blocks is affected by the parameter set. Pulsating flow at a backward facing step with a stationary cylinder is studied in [16] . Khanafer et al. [17] have numerically analyzed the mixed convection over a backward-facing step for laminar pulsating flow. Their results show that the average Nusselt number increases with an increase in Reynolds and Grashof numbers and decrease with the increase in the pulsating frequency. Boutina and Bessaih [18] have numerically studied the laminar mixed convection in an inclined channel containing two heat sources. The effects of the Reynolds number, spacing between the heat sources and the inclination angle on the heat transfer and flow field have been analyzed.
In the present work, mixed convection heat transfer in pulsating flow has been numerically investigated for a T shape channel with a cavity heated from below for a range of Richardson numbers, pulsating amplitude, and frequencies. The effect of the various parameters on the heat transfer enhancement is numerically analyzed. The results are presented in terms of streamlines, isotherms, and averaged Nusselt number for different parameters. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) plots for the Nusselt number response to different pulsating amplitudes and frequencies and non-linearity in the response are also provided.
Numerical simulation

Problem description, governing equations, physical parameters, and solution method method.
A schematic description of the problem is shown in fig. 1 . A T shape channel is considered. The length and height of the channel are 21L, H = L/2, where L is the length of the square cavity. The whole channel walls are assumed to be adiabatic except the cavity which is kept at temperature T h . The difference of temperature within cavity causes mixed convection that is produce entropy in cavity. At the inlet a sinusoidal velocity is imposed. Working fluid is air with Pr = 0.71. The flow is assumed to be 2-D, Newtonian, incompressible, and in the laminar regime. The physical properties are assumed to be temperature independent except for the density in the buoyant force according to Boussinesq approximation.
By using the dimensionless parameters: for a 2-D, incompressible, laminar, and unsteady case, the continuity, momentum, and energy equations can be expressed in the non-dimensional form:
Pr Re (5) The relevant physical parameters are Reynolds number:
where u 0 denote the velocity imposed at the inlet and Richardson number:
where Gr represents the Grashof number:
and Strouhal number is defined:
The boundary conditions for the considered problem in dimensionless form can be expressed: -at the channel inlet, velocity is unidirectional and sinusoidal, temperature and velocity are uniform, U = 1 + Asin(2pStt), V = 0, q = 0, -on the bottom wall of the cavity, temperature is constant, q = 1, -at the channel exit, gradients of all variables in the x-direction are set to zero, ¶U/ ¶X = 0, ¶V/ ¶X = 0, ¶q/ ¶X = 0, and -on the channel walls (except the bottom wall of the square cavity) adiabatic wall with no-slip boundary conditions are assumed, U = 0, V = 0, ¶q/ ¶n = 0, where n denotes the surface normal direction. Local Nusselt number is defined:
where h x,t represents the local heat transfer coefficient and k denotes the thermal conductivity of air. The q is the non-dimensional temperature which is defined as q = (T -T c )/(T h -T c ). The n and S denote the surface normal component (y-axis) and heated part of the surface (bottom wall of the cavity), respectively.
Spatial averaged Nusselt number is obtained after integrating the local Nusselt number along the bottom wall of the cavity:
and both time and spatial averaged Nusselt number is obtained for one period of oscillation:
Equations (2)- (5) along with the boundary and initial conditions are solved with FLUENT 6.1 solver (a general purpose finite volume solver). Second order upwind schemes are applied in terms of discretising the momentum and the energy equations. The PISO algorithm is used for pressure velocity coupling. The pressure-based segregated algorithm was used in FLUENT software. The system of algebraic equations is solved with Gauss-Siedel point by point iterative method and algebraic multi-grid method. The convergence criteria for continuity, momentum, and energy equations are set to 10 -4 , 10 -5 , and 10 -5 , respectively. The body-adapted mesh consists of 20928 triangular elements and is refined close to the cavity. Mesh independence of the solutions has been confirmed. Non-dimensionalized temperature starting from the middle of the bottom wall cavity ending at the upper wall of the channel along the vertical axis is shown in fig. 2 for different grid sizes N at Ri = 10. It is seen that the solution for 20928 elements is closer to the solution for 41670 elements. Time step size independence study is also carried out. Figure 3 shows the space-averaged Nusselt number at Ri = 100, St = 1, and Ai= 0.6 for different time steps sizes. Time step size dt = t/100 is chosen both for its accuracy and computational time where t denotes the period of the oscillation. Steady solutions are used as the initial conditions for unsteady computations.
Results and discussions
In the present study, Richardson number is varied between 0.1 and 100 (Ri = 0.1, 1, 10, 100) and Reynolds number is kept at 50 in the laminar regime range. Calculated spatial aver- 1 and 10, after a transient region, the system reaches its periodic state with one dominant frequency which is the forcing frequency. At Ri = 100 and St = 1, after the initial transients, the system reaches periodic state with the dominant frequency which is not the fundamental forcing frequency.
Time averaged values of the Nusselt numbers for pulsating flow divided by non-pulsating case (heat transfer enhancement) are shown in fig. 6 for St = 0.1, 0.5, 1, respectively. Heat transfer is generally increasing with increasing the Richardson number. Heat transfer enhancement also increases with an increase in the velocity amplitude. At St = 0.1, maximum heat transfer enhancement is less than 5% which is achieved at Ri = 100 and at velocity amplitude of 0.9. At St = 0.1 and Ri = 100, heat transfer enhancement achieved at velocity amplitude of 0.6 is higher than the value achieved at velocity amplitude of 0.9. At St = 0.5, heat transfer increases at about 25% for Ri = 10 and velocity amplitude of 0.9. At St = 1, 20% of heat transfer enhancement is achieved at Ri =100 and velocity amplitude of 0.9.
Streamline and isotherm plots for Ri = 100 at velocity amplitudes 0.3 (heat transfer enhancement 1%) and 0.9 (heat transfer enhancement 21%) are shown in fig. 8 . The time instances within a period for two velocity amplitudes are shown in fig. 7 . As it can be seen in the figure, the obtained regime is not really well oscillating, but it is illustrating a global behavior. As the Richardson number increases more flow is retained in the cavity. At the time when the Nusselt number is maximum, two main cells are seen and one of them is formed at the left side of the cavity. The isotherm plot at that time instance shows that maximum temperature gradient occurs in the middle of the bottom wall of the cavity and boundary layer becomes thicker towards the left and right sides of the cavity bottom wall. Temperature contours spreads inward on the left hand side, and outward towards the main flow on the right side of the cavity. As the time increases, when the Nusselt number decreases, two cells coalesce and the formation of the secondary vortex is seen on the right side of the cavity bottom wall. Isotherm plots show that, the extent of the high temperature gradient decreases towards the right and left sides of the bottom wall of the cavity and the spreading of the isotherms in the channel is due to the forced convection rather than the buoyancy effect.
For velocity amplitude of 0.9, streamline plots and isotherms in fig. 9 show the similar trend as for velocity amplitude of 0.3. At the time instance when the Nusselt number is maximum, the cell appearing in the channel penetrates more into the cavity. For the time instance when the Nusselt number is minimum, the strength and extent of the cell appearing on the right side of the cavity bottom wall is more compared to the case for velocity amplitude ratio of 0.3.
The FFT plots for (Ri = 10, St = 0.1) and (Ri = 100, St = 0.1) are shown in fig. 10 . For Strouhal number of 0.1, at Ri = 10, with increasing amplitude, several peaks which are at the integer multiples of fundamental harmonic (forcing frequency) appear. At Ri = 10, for velocity amplitude of 0.9, these peaks which are the indications of the distortion from the linearity, disappear. The FFT plot at St = 1 for Ri = 100 shows several peaks which are at non-integer mul- tiples of the forcing frequency. These plots show the complicated interaction between the forced convection and natural convection. These plots are also important when one tries to get a mathematical model for the input (velocity forcing at the inlet) -output (Nusselt number at the bottom wall of the cavity) from the system identification [19] .
Conclusions
In this study, a channel with a cavity heated from below is numerically investigated for the mixed convection case in pulsating flow for a range of Richardson numbers (Ri = 0.1, 1, 10, 100) at Re = 50 in the laminar flow regime. At the inlet of the channel, pulsating velocity is imposed for Strouhal numbers between 0.1 to 1, and velocity amplitude ratio between 0.3 to 0.9. Following results are obtained. · Generally heat transfer enhances with an increase in the velocity amplitude. · Increasing the Richardson number generally enhances the heat transfer, but at Ri = 10 and at St = 0.5 and 1, more enhancement is obtained compared to the cases at Ri =100. · Maximum heat transfer enhancement which is about 25% is obtained for the case at Ri = 10, velocity amplitude of 0.9, and St = 0.5 · For St = 0.1, at Ri = 10, with increasing amplitude, several peaks which are at the integer multiples of fundamental harmonic (forcing frequency) appear. · For St = 1, at Ri = 10, the response is linear irrespective of the forcing amplitude. · The FFT plot at St = 1 for Ri=100 shows a dominant peak which is at the 1/10 of the forcing frequency. 
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